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Journey Enables Better
Marketing Performance to
Legal Services Company
INDUSTRY:

Legal
Channels: paid search, direct, display, referral and organic search
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CLIENT OBJECTIVE
The growing international company provides individuals access to expert legal advice. In order to drive awareness and
increase demand for its services, the online legal resource organization had deployed numerous marketing campaigns
on various digital channels. This complexity made it difficult to pinpoint how one channel, source or campaign was
performing over another. Lacking visibility across the entire customer journey, the company looked to gain a clearer
understanding of campaign performance and improve the impact of its marketing campaigns to retain a
competitive advantage.

THE DIFFERENCE

Multi-Touch Attribution Drives
Higher Conversion Rates and LTV

Clarity Across the Anonymous
Customer Journey

Improved Speed to Insights

The company now has insights into
how multi-channel campaigns
interact and can pinpoint the
sequence of touchpoints that
produce the best conversion rates
and highest customer lifetime value.

Journey enables the organization to
acquire a better understanding of
how its campaigns are performing
across various channels including
paid search, direct, display and
organic search.

With a unified view of its digital
campaigns, the company can
accelerate its time to insight
and answer important questions
on key marketing metrics that
measure performance across
channels, sources and campaigns.

“Today’s consumers are influenced by multiple touchpoints and marketers have been restricted
by a limited view of the customer journey. Now with Journey actionable insights have never been
so accessible. Journey allows marketers to report and optimize more effectively with a complete,
detailed view of the customer journey, while also saving significant amounts of time and
resources. The accurate and granular insights delivered through CAKE’s marketing intelligence
platform makes it an invaluable resource for marketing teams around the world.”
- Santi Pierini, CAKE President and Chief Operating Officer of Accelerize
ABOUT JOURNEY BY CAKE: Built on the trusted and proven CAKE Marketing Intelligence platform, Journey provides
actionable insights for marketers. The cloud-based solution collects and analyzes customer journey data using
multi-touch attribution for marketing campaign optimization.
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